Epifluorescence microscopy studies of mixtures of phospholipids and cholesterol at the air-water interface often exhibit coexisting liquid phases. The properties of these liquids point to the formation of ''condensed complexes'' between cholesterol and certain phospholipids, such as sphingomyelin. It is found that monolayers that form complexes can incorporate a low concentration of a ganglioside GM1. This glycolipid is visualized by using a fluorescently labeled B subunit of cholera toxin. Three coexisting liquid phases are found by using this probe together with a fluorescent phospholipid probe. The three liquid phases are identified as a phospholipid-rich phase, a cholesterol-rich phase, and a condensed complex-rich phase. The cholera toxin B labeled ganglioside GM1 is found exclusively in the condensed complex-rich phase. Condensed complexes are likely present in animal cell membranes, where they should facilitate the formation of specialized domains such as rafts. Condensed complexes also have a major effect in determining the chemical activity of cholesterol. It is suggested that this chemical activity plays an essential role in the regulation of cholesterol biosynthesis. Gradients in the chemical activity of cholesterol should likewise govern the rates and direction of intracellular intermembrane cholesterol transport.
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monolayers ͉ liquid phase separations ͉ phospholipids ͉ sphingomyelin T he physical properties of mixtures of cholesterol, phospholipids, and glycosphingolipids must play important roles in the regulation of their synthesis, transport, and localization in animal cell membranes. These properties determine the nature of the liquid bilayer regions of the membranes. Bilayers in animal cell membranes are far from ideal liquids. Even binary mixtures of cholesterol and phospholipids in bilayers are nonideal (1) . Striking deviations from ideality are also observed in monolayer mixtures at the air-water interface (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . These include deviations from ideal mixing for average molecular areas, pairs of upper miscibility critical points (7, 8) , and remarkable electric field-induced phase separations (9) . In recent work, it has been found that these nonideal thermodynamic properties can be approximated theoretically in terms of a quantitative model of the liquid state of the membrane involving ''condensed complexes'' of cholesterol with specific phospholipids (8, 10) . This liquid-state model is, in some respects, related to earlier theoretical work on cholesterol containing bilayers (11) (12) (13) , but differs in that it involves a specific stoichiometric reaction with a finite equilibrium constant. The model predicts three liquid phases. The model is closely related to general theories of reactive liquid mixtures given by Corrales and Wheeler (14) and by Talanquer (15) .
There is substantial indirect evidence that points to the presence in cell membranes of distinct lipid regions termed ''rafts,'' which are rich in sphingolipids and cholesterol (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . They are reported to be important for cellular functions such as signal transduction (20) (21) (22) (23) and the sorting and transport of lipids and proteins (24) (25) (26) (27) . It has occurred to us that the lipid component of rafts may be largely composed of cholesterolphospholipid complexes. This led us to label these complexes in monolayers by using one of the fluorescent techniques used to identify rafts in cell membranes, namely the tagging of a ganglioside G M1 (GM1) that is thought to be exclusively found in rafts (28) . The tag is a fluorescently labeled B subunit of cholera toxin (CT-B). We find that in monolayers containing cholesterol, phospholipids, and GM1, only one of three coexisting liquid phases is labeled by CT-B. This phase is identified as the condensed complex-rich phase. As discussed below, the other two phases in the monolayers are a phospholipid-rich phase and a cholesterol-rich phase.
In addition to the suggested relation between condensed complexes and rafts, there are other aspects of the physical chemistry of complexes that appear relevant to animal cell membranes. Complexes have a large effect on the relation between membrane composition and the chemical activity of cholesterol. In monolayers, there is both experimental and theoretical evidence of a strong, almost step-like increase of cholesterol chemical activity on increasing cholesterol concentration beyond the complex stoichiometric composition (29) . The binding of membrane cholesterol to specific proteins likely depends on this chemical activity.
To understand better the role of complexes in regulating membrane properties, we have extended the liquid state model (8, 10) to a ternary mixture of cholesterol C, and two lipids, S and U. S refers to lipids such as sphingomyelins or phosphatidylcholines with long saturated fatty acid chains that form complexes with cholesterol. These complex forming lipids typically have high T m values (30) , where T m is the chain melting transition temperature. U is a lipid such as a phosphatidylcholine with unsaturated fatty acid chains that does not form complexes. Phosphatidylcholines with short saturated fatty acid chains also do not form complexes. These noncomplex forming lipids typically have lower T m values (30) . S and U alone are assumed to mix ideally.
C and S undergo a reversible reaction to form a complex:
Here, n is an oligomerization (cooperativity) parameter and q and p are relatively prime stoichiometry integers. In the model, there are four molecular species in the liquid membrane, but only three independent chemical components. Many but not all reported phase diagrams conform to q ϭ 1 and p ϭ 2, with n ranging from 1 to as large as 10 (8, 9).
Materials and Methods
Model Calculations. The free energy for this reactive ternary mixture model is:
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The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. N is the equilibrium number of molecules in the sample; x i and i 0 are, respectively, the mole fractions and standard chemical potential of the four species, C, S, U, and C nq S np . The a ij are energy parameters representing a mean field ''repulsion'' between the several molecular pairs, normalized with respect to kT r , where T r is a reference temperature chosen to be room temperature. Diagonal (a ii ) and higher order terms are omitted for simplicity. These energy parameters depend on the surface pressure of the monolayer according to a ij ϭ 2 ϩ aЈ ij ( ϩ nq S 0 Ϫ kT r ln K eq . The equilibrium constant varies with the surface pressure according to K eq ϭ K eq 0 exp(Ϫ⌬A͞kT r ), where K eq 0 is the equilibrium constant of the reaction at a reference surface pressure of ϭ 0, and ⌬A is the area change of reaction. The mole fractions x i are determined by the extent of reaction (Eq. 1), ϭ N C nq S np ͞N 0 , where N 0 is the number of molecules present if no reaction occurs. The free energy (Eq. 2) was minimized with respect to to obtain the composition and free energy at chemical equilibrium.
Monolayer Experiments. Egg sphingomyelin (egg-SM), dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC), dimyristoylphosphatidylserine (DMPS), dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC), and ovine brain GM1 were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids; cholesterol and dihydrocholesterol (DChol) were obtained from Sigma. Fluorescein dihexadecanoyl phosphoethanolamine (F-DHPE), which partitions preferentially among the phases, thereby providing contrast, was obtained from Molecular Probes. Many experiments used DChol instead of cholesterol to minimize cholesterol oxidation. All critical experiments were repeated with cholesterol on an Ar-saturated subphase and in a chamber flooded with Ar gas. The phase behavior and other physical properties of the two sterols in mixtures with phospholipids are very similar (29, 31) . We use the symbol DChol only when referring to a specific experiment employing this sterol.
Lipid mixtures with 0.5-1 mol % F-DHPE were spread from a 1-mg͞ml chloroform solution on the air-water interface of a Teflon trough with a movable barrier to vary the surface pressure. The monolayer was observed by using epifluorescence microscopy and methods described previously (8) . All experiments were carried out at room temperature on a subphase of PBS at pH 7.0. The CT-B subunit was labeled with Alexa Fluor 594 (Alexa) by using a labeling kit (Molecular Probes) yielding a final concentration of 0.59 mg͞ml with 3.6 dye molecules͞protein. The labeled protein was introduced into the subphase beneath the monolayer, and staining of the monolayer typically occurred 30-45 min later. Separate filters for F-DHPE and Alexa enabled independent observation of both dyes in the monolayer. ␤-cyclodextrin (␤-CD) is a cyclic polysaccharide with a hydrophobic cavity that extracts cholesterol and DChol from monolayers and bilayers (29) . In cholesterol or DChol extraction experiments, a 2-mM solution of ␤-CD was added to the subphase of the monolayer, and the surface pressure was kept constant during the course of sterol depletion by means of a movable barrier on the Teflon trough.
Results
Theoretical Pressure-Composition Phase Diagrams. Fig. 1 A-C shows theoretical phase diagrams representative of experimental data for mixtures of cholesterol (or DChol) and various phospholipids. Binary mixtures of DChol and several phospholipids with unsaturated or short saturated fatty acid chains show a simple single two-phase immiscibility region as in Fig. 1 A (30, 32) . Binary mixtures of DChol (or cholesterol) and some phospholipids with long saturated fatty acid chains show two immiscibility regions, ␣ and ␤, as in Fig. 1B (8, 30) . In this phase diagram, the cusp occurs at the stoichiometry of the condensed complex. Phase diagrams of this type have also been reported for ternary mixtures of DChol (or cholesterol) and saturated phospholipids, indicating that they behave as pseudo binary mixtures (8) . However, the phase rule allows the possibility of the simultaneous presence of three phases in such mixtures. This is illustrated by the calculated phase diagram in Fig. 1C , where ␣ and ␤ are two-phase regions and ␥ is a three-phase region. In previous work, we have described three distinct liquid phases in cholesterol-phospholipid monolayer mixtures: a phospholipidrich phase, a condensed complex-rich phase, and a cholesterolrich phase (9) . However, in this earlier work, we were never able to detect unequivocally the simultaneous presence of three coexisting liquid phases. Model calculations described later point to the likely presence of regions with three coexisting phases, such as the ␥ region of Fig. 1C .
Experimental Phase Behavior. Fig. 1D shows an experimental outer boundary of a phase diagram of a DChol-lipid mixture where the nonsterol fraction contains 10% GM1 and a 1:1 molar ratio of egg-SM:DMPC. Similar phase transition pressures were obtained when cholesterol was used instead of DChol for several of the compositions. GM1 has been shown to be localized in raft domains in cell membranes, based on labeling with fluorescently labeled CT-B (28) . This phase diagram is somewhat similar to that in Fig.  1C , suggesting the possibility of complex formation and three-phase coexistence. The observed domain morphology switches abruptly from ␣-like to ␤-like (7, 30) at a DChol mole fraction of Ϸ0.3. This rules out the possibility of a phase diagram such as in Fig. 1 A. Alexa-labeled CT-B was added to the subphase of a monolayer of the lipid mixture of Fig. 1D containing 30 mol % DChol and 1 mol % of F-DHPE. Fig. 2A shows an epifluorescence view of the monolayer excluding emission from the labeled CT-B. Very similar patterns have been observed for monolayers of the same composition without CT-B in the subphase. Also, the presence of CT-B in the subphase has no significant effect on the phase boundaries in Fig. 1D . Fig. 2B shows emission from the CT-B label, where the emission from F-DHPE is blocked. The same result was obtained when the experiment was repeated with cholesterol instead of DChol. From these and other similar observations it can be concluded that the monolayer is composed of three liquid phases-one that excludes both probes (F-DHPE and Alexa), another that accommodates one of the probes (F-DHPE) but not the other (Alexa), and a third that accommodates both probes (F-DHPE and Alexa). According to the thermodynamic model for condensed complexes, these phases are, in no particular order, a phospholipid-rich phase, a condensed complex-rich phase, and a cholesterol-rich phase.
Similar results have been obtained with two other lipid mixtures having phase diagrams similar to Fig. 1B . These mixtures contained 30% DChol and 7% GM1. In one case, the phospholipids were a 1:1 mixture of DMPC and DPPC. In the other case, the phospholipids were a 2:1 mixture of DMPS and DMPC. The experiments with the latter system were repeated with cholesterol, yielding the same results. In experiments on the DMPS-DMPC-GM1 mixture, the darkest domains were shown to be DChol-rich domains, based on DChol extraction with ␤-CD. When ␤-CD is included in the subphase of a monolayer of this mixture containing 30% DChol and the surface pressure is kept constant at 3 mN͞m, the darkest domains (as viewed with both filters) become small relative to the other domains. This occurs well before the monolayer takes on the characteristics of a DChol-free monolayer when the low cholesterol mole fraction phase boundary of Fig. 1B is reached. Although the chemical activity of DChol is likely the same throughout the monolayer because of rapid lateral diffusion, the percentage of DChol in the darkest phase is highest, so this phase tends to disappear first. Thus, the darkest domain, which excludes both fluorescent probes, is identified as the DChol-or cholesterol-rich phase.
Evidence that CT-B and hence GM1 are in the condensed complex-rich phase rather than the phospholipid-rich phase was obtained by studying mixtures where no complex is formed. In this case, there are only two phases present: a cholesterol-rich phase and a phospholipid-rich phase. Mixtures where no complex formation is observed, such as a binary mixture of DMPC and DChol, have phase diagrams as illustrated in Fig. 1 A (30) . At a pressure of 6 mN͞m and 30% DChol, a DMPC-DChol monolayer with 1 mol % F-DHPE as a probe shows well-defined circular domains, often similar to those shown in Fig. 2 A. The addition of 10% GM1 to this mixture does not change the domain morphology significantly. However, when Alexa-labeled CT-B is included in the subphase and the monolayer is then viewed with a light filter that blocks F-DHPE emission, there is no detectable fluorescence that could be attributed to the Alexa probe. From this experiment, we conclude that GM1 does not dissolve in either the phospholipid-rich or the DChol-rich domains. (GM1 presumably leaves the monolayer in micellar form). In general, GM1 may only be soluble in membranes favorable to condensed complex formation. Note that membrane solubility of GM1 does not require a phase-separated condensed complex domain; in the experiments shown in Fig. 2, GM1 remains in the membrane even as the membrane is made homogeneous by raising the pressure. Domains labeled with CT-B remain macroscopically liquid, so strong aggregation or crosslinking of the protein is ruled out. In conjunction with the ␤-CD experiments, this result shows that GM1 is in the condensed complex-rich phase of the three-phase mixture.
In some lipid mixtures containing DMPS and DMPC, the fluorescence contrast is the reverse of that seen in Fig. 2 -black circular cholesterol-rich domains are observed in a monolayer sometimes surrounded by the condensed complex-rich phase (con- Regions of phase coexistence are identified as ␣, ␤, and ␥. ␣ and ␤ are two-phase regions, and ␥ is a three-phase region. Compositions of coexisting phases were found by the method of double-tangent construction, using the free energy in Eq. 2 (28) , with the parameters p ϭ 2; q ϭ 1; n ϭ 1; K eq 0 ϭ 1,000; ⌬A ϭ Ϫ40 Å 2 ; aSU ϭ 0; aЈ CS ϭ aЈ CU ϭ aЈ CX ϭ aЈ SX ϭ aЈ UX ϭ 1͞6; CS ϭ 12 mN͞m; CU ϭ 10 mN͞m; CX ϭ 18 mN͞m; SX ϭ 2 mN͞m; UX ϭ 9 mN͞m. ''X'' represents the complex C nqSnp. (D) Experimental phase diagram showing liquid-liquid miscibility critical points for a mixture of DChol and phospholipids. The phospholipid fraction is a 1:1 molar mixture of egg-SM and DMPC along with 10% GM1. Plotted data points indicate transition pressures where phase coexistence disappears during monolayer compression. Above these pressures, there is a single uniform phase. Stripe superstructure phases, which are characteristic of proximity to a critical point, were observed at the transitions marked by F. The sketched dotted lines illustrate the possibility of a three-phase region as in C. The ''ϩ'' symbol represents pressure-composition conditions used in Fig. 2 . The error bars represent deviations in three independent phase boundary measurements.
taining GM1) and sometimes surrounded by the phospholipidrich phase. Similar contrast reversal has been commonly observed in previous studies of monolayers with two coexisting liquid phases (33).
Ternary Phase Diagram. As noted in the introduction, we have extended the previous liquid-state model (8, 10) to include three components: cholesterol (C), a reactive lipid (S) that reacts with C to form a complex, and an unreactive lipid (U). The parameters used for the model are similar to those used before for binary mixtures. An illustrative ternary phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3A . It will be seen that there are two one-phase regions, three two-phase regions, and one three-phase region. A black dot is placed in one of the two-phase regions. At this point, the two coexisting phases are a condensed complex-rich phase and a phospholipid-rich phase. If the proportion of cholesterol in the membrane is increased, one moves in the direction of arrow 1 and passes into the three-phase region. Likewise, starting from the black dot composition, if one increases the relative proportion of the phospholipid U (direction of arrow 2), one also moves into the three-phase region. In general, the chemical activity of cholesterol increases rapidly as the membrane composition approaches the three-phase boundary, as illustrated in Fig. 3 B and C. This means that increasing the mole fraction of cholesterol (arrow 1) or increasing the proportion of unreactive phospholipids (arrow 2) increases the cholesterol chemical activity. The details of these phase diagrams obviously depend on the parameters used. The parameters were chosen without prejudice from the range of parameters obtained earlier in studies of binary mixtures. No new parameters are needed to describe the three-phase coexistence.
In earlier work, Silvius et al. have used a triangular phase diagram to describe ternary bilayer mixtures containing cholesterol and different types of phospholipids (34, 35) . It is plausible that our theoretical model will be applicable to their phase diagram, and that their experimental techniques may be applicable to bilayers of the mixtures described in the present study.
Here, we do not use the term ''liquid-ordered phase (l o )'' as both the condensed complex-and cholesterol-rich phases likely have properties described by this terminology.
Discussion
We find that CT-B binds to GM1 in lipid monolayers in which there are condensed complexes, but not to lipid monolayers where there are no condensed complexes. Lipid compositions reported to be responsible for the formation of rafts in cell membranes are similar to those we find to favor condensed complex formation in monolayers. The staining of GM1 in the condensed complex-rich phase in monolayers, and in rafts in cell membranes, provides additional evidence for a close relationship between these condensed complexes and rafts. It is to be emphasized that rafts and condensed complexes are distinct in the following sense. Rafts are usually imagined to be fluid lipid domains in cell membranes; condensed complexes may form such domains as a separate liquid phase. However, under some (possibly biological) conditions of pressure, temperature, or electric field, there may be no separate liquid phase even though condensed complexes are present. Thus, the absence of phase separated domains in a cell membrane does not imply the absence of condensed complexes.
Our calculations for monolayers provide a model for the liquid state of a membrane, but provide little information about the ''structure'' of the complexes; insofar as they are defined here, the complexes are qualitatively compatible with a number of earlier proposals (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) . Even when the membrane has the stoichiometric composition, the complex forms a liquid phase, so a crystal-like structure is not expected. A liquid crystal or crystal-like structure with many defects might be appropriate. The sharpness of the cusp in some of the monolayer phase diagrams with two critical points shows that the cooperative unit n for complex formation is sometimes large, of the order of 5-10 (9) . That is, there may be as many as 15-30 molecules in a complex. This does not correspond to raft size: a putative raft domain may comprise many hundreds of complexes, along with Fig. 1D , where the ''ϩ'' symbol denotes the pressure-composition conditions used here.) The subphase contains Alexa-labeled CT-B. (A) View of the monolayer when observed with a F-DHPE-specific filter that excludes Alexa emission. (B) View of the same monolayer region when observed with an Alexa specific filter that excludes F-DHPE emission. When this monolayer is pressurized, all of the domains go through a critical phase transition at roughly the same pressure, suggestive of proximity to a tricritical point. The probe distribution demonstrates three coexisting phases.
small amounts of uncomplexed lipids. The model parameters used for describing the phase diagrams for lipid monolayer mixtures will doubtless need to be modified for lipid bilayers. These parameters include the size, stoichiometry, and equilibrium constant of the complex. The monolayer experiments described here and in previous studies (8, 9) provide evidence for strong complex formation between cholesterol and sphingomyelin, and between cholesterol and phosphatidylserine. Thus, complex formation is to be expected on both the inner leaflet of a cell's plasma membrane, which contains cholesterol and phosphatidylserine, and on the outer leaflet, which contains cholesterol and sphingomyelin. It is plausible that complex formation is cooperative between both leaflets of the plasma bilayer. The ease with which intermolecular interactions may be varied in monolayers by changing molecular density provides clues, such as phase separations, for modeling that have thus far proved elusive in studies of bilayers.
The experiments and calculations reported here indicate how cholesterol-phospholipid complexes may have roles in animal cell membranes. The facilitation of raft formation in the plasma membrane is certainly one strong possibility. The lipid components of cell membranes would then be largely condensed complex, with the remainder composed of the more unsaturated phospholipids and possibly excess cholesterol. The condensed complexes might or might not form a separate phase. The regulation of the chemical activity of cholesterol is another likely function of complexes. If one imagines that the normal state of a plasma membrane corresponds to a point such as the black dot in Fig. 3A , then increasing cholesterol, decreasing sphingomyelin, or increasing the proportion of unsaturated phospholipids would all increase the cholesterol chemical activity. (There is considerable evidence that changing the concentration of cholesterol, sphingomyelin, or unsaturated phospholipids in cellular membranes affects the rate of cholesterol biosynthesis in these cells; refs. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . As the composition of the membrane approaches the nearby three-phase boundary, the chemical activity of cholesterol rapidly increases. This should affect the binding of cholesterol to specific proteins in intracellular membranes, assuming intracellular lipid transport down the chemical activity gradient tends to maintain approximate equality of chemical activity throughout the cell. A rapid increase of cholesterol activity may also be associated with the formation of a cholesterol-rich (third) phase, which, in bilayers, could result in protein-mediated bleb and vesicle formation. Note, however, that phase separations are not required for rapid increases in chemical activity in the vicinity of the stoichiometric composition, as pointed out previously (29) . 
